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Hello everybody! I hope you have all had a good
year since our last newsletter. This edition is all about
amazing achievements, projects and groups that can
help children and young people succeed, whatever their
ability.
Adam Gellibrand and Chris North have continued their
projects, thanks to the funding we received from The
National Lottery Community Fund grant. There is an update from
Adam about his latest music workshops with children and young
people around the county on page 3 and Chris has shared more
Inside this Issue:
about his poetry sessions on pages 6 and 7. We have had a
wonderful year meeting lots of lovely families at Wheely Wonders
National Junior Games page 2
days, funded by the Shanly Foundation; read all about these on
pages 12 and 13.
Adam’s Music Workshops
3
In September, 18 students from The Angmering School took part
in The National Junior Games at Stoke Mandeville. Find out about
A Year at University		
4
their successes just inside on pages 2 and 3.
Peter Langton has completed his first year at Southampton Solent
Poetry Adventures – Cont.
6
University. I caught up with him to find out how he had got on; go to
page 4 and 5 to read his story.
Honorary Masters for Lizzie 8
Sullivan’s Heroes can offer financial support to adapt your home;
10
find out about the different ways they can help and read one family’s Sullivans’s Heroes
story on pages 10 and 11. For other sources of funding for groups or
CYCALL			
11
charities go to page 16.
CYCALL based in Worthing is going really well with various adapted
Wheely Wonders		
12
trikes availble to hire at Brooklands Park. Sessions will be starting
again in the spring; for more details turn to page 11.
Funtastic Futures 		
13
Funtastic Futures provide life skills training and outings for young
adults with additional needs - see page 13 for contact details.
Parable Dance		
14
Parable Dance are an inclusive company
that work with schools and groups. If you
Southern Mobility Vehicles
15
are interested in what they do, turn to
page 14! Southern Mobility Vehicles are
Sources of Funding 		
16
continuing to advertise with us, so if you are
in need of a new car or even an accessible
minibus, take a look at page 15!
In October I had the most wonderful day when I was awarded an Honorary
Masters in Education by the University of Chichester! I have written all about it
on pages 8 and 9.
Wishing you all a good start to 2020! Don’t forget to write to us if you have any
stories or art work to share next year!
Lizzie Baily
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
A big THANK YOU to the Friarsgate Trust for their funding for this newsletter.
Thanks also to Southern Mobility Vehicles
for donating to Wellspring and advertising with us (see page 15).
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National Junior Games

Eighteen inspirational students from The
Angmering School attended The National
Junior Games at Stoke Mandeville from 30th
September until 3rd October. The games are
run by Wheelpower who are the
‘National charity for wheelchair
sport, providing opportunities for
disabled people to play sport and
lead healthy active lives’. The
event consists of competition
sports as well as ‘have a go’
sessions across a wide range of
activities from archery to tennis
and boccia to shooting. The
whole team were incredible
applying themselves fully to their
competitions, but also fully embracing the
opportunity to try new sports.

Ingle for stepping up to help the other teams.
The organiser of the hockey emphasised how
fantastic out students were in demonstrating the
Paralympic values of determination, courage,
equality and inspiration. Hockey
Squad: Sam Elliott, Jamie
Chappell, Josh Jones, Cody
Howard, Max Foreshew, Ryan
Billinghurst, Kieran Jappy, Finley
Fairs, Anthony Juniper, Ellen
Doherty and Emily Saunders.
Great success was also seen
in the athletics with dominance
on the track and in the field particular success was achieved
by Erin Eve-Cairns who finished
3rd in her first wheelchair track race for The
Angmering school.

As a school we dominated the boccia again this
year - taking 1st-4th in the rampers competition,
Josh Jones, Oli Pink, Sam Elliott and Owen
Elliott respectively. Jamie Chappell excelled in
the throwers competition finishing 2nd.

We also saw the world of tabletop games open
new opportunities for our students, with them
excelling in polybat, table tennis and table
cricket.

A second area of dominance was in the pool
where the students demonstrated excellent
stroke technique as well as fighting spirit, final
times and final positions to follow but Lucy
King, Emily Saunders, Cody Howard and Chloe
Fiveash all smashed it with personal best
times and thoroughly enjoyed their team mates
cheering them on from the spectator area. We
are very proud of their commitment to training
for the swimming gala. In addition, we are
very proud of our staff who
stepped up and competed
in the teachers race with
Mrs Searle romping home
in first place with a very
stylish tumble turn and
Miss Grace finishing a
respectable 3rd.
The Zone Hockey title is
at last ours! For years
it has alluded us but
this year not only did we
take the title we took 1st and 2nd. This was
a whole squad effort as not only did we have
two full teams of our own, we also helped other
schools who couldn’t muster a team - special
mention should go to James O’Hagan and Orla

We are also very proud of Lucy King
who received the Andy Wallace award
for outstanding
achievement. Lucy
was recognised for
this honour from
among all of the 100
participants at the
games.
It was a pleasure to
be part of this unique
and special event
with the students. We
are already excited
about next year.
Here’s what some of the students thought about
the Games:
Orla Ingle - “I loved playing polybat and enjoyed
winning.”
Emily Saunders - “I loved all of the activities at
Stoke. I enjoyed the swimming gala as I swam
really fast. I also liked the hockey it was really
good fun.”
Jamie Chappell - “This year Angmering won the
hockey. The game was inclusive for everyone
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which meant the experience was
great. We played really well as a
team.”
Max Foreshew - “I liked being
away with my friends and having
a full English breakfast everyday! I
also really enjoyed the ‘have a go’
activities of shooting’ and fencing”.
Sam Elliott - “Winning hockey for
the first time was my highlight of Stoke.”
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Owen Elliott - “This was my first
year at Stoke I enjoyed trying all
the different sports and having a
laugh with my friends.”
Nat Webb and Nat Searle
Lead SEND:
PD The Angmering School

Adam’s Music Workshops

Thanks to The National Lottery
Community Fund grant awarded
to Wellspring last year, I have had
the pleasure of running some more music
workshops this year. These have been great
fun and reached many young people with
disabilities, giving them the chance to express
themselves creatively, use great equipment
and have fun with their friends and peers.

The sessions have included children and
young people with disabilities from The
Ashdown Centre in
Worthing, Manor Green
College in Crawley,
PACSO in Chichester
and sessions at QM
Studios in Horsham.
Many of the children
attending the
sessions have gained
confidence making music and they have
accessed equipment that they’d never used
before! Over 80 young people with disabilities
have enjoyed our workshops, gaining
knowledge using music software, learning
beats, playing drums, singing and recording.
A new addition to our equipment has been
three new Mac computers which we use
regularly use at QM Studios as well as offsite workshops. We have installed Logic
Pro X on the machines giving users access
to a great library of sounds, editing facilities
and of course the chance to record music.
Another new piece of kit is the SKOOG. This
is an accessible electronic instrument that
has proved to be valuable with young people
with complex needs. It’s great fun as it links
with music streaming apps enabling sounds

to be triggered in tune with peoples’
favourite tunes. We also have a
Makey Makey and new iPad too to
add to the sessions!
The funding has been an opportunity to
give training and work opportunities to Jack
Coledrick. Jack has just finished a music
degree at Bath University and has been
delighted to gain experience as an assistant
music leader, helping him develop his own
career in music.
I am always humbled and inspired seeing
people with disabilities enjoy music making.
It’s so important for people of all abilities to
be creative. These opportunities allow the
children to access music and have the time
and a safe space to explore and have fun!
Some quotes below:
“It’s lovely for our students to
have the opportunity to explore
music regardless of their
abilities and behaviour needs.
Adam and Jack were extremely
calm and knowledgeable,
giving the students the time
they needed to explore the
drums and equipment.”
Teacher at Manor Green College
“The tech is awesome!”
Young person from PACSO
“It was lovely to see my daughter come alive
and enjoy the sessions.”
Parent of a happy workshop participant.
Adam Gellibrand – Workshop Leader
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A Year at University
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In the Transition edition of Wellspring newsletter last year, Peter Langton wrote about his experiences as he
prepared to go to Southampton Solent University. I contacted him to see how his first year had gone.
These are Peter’s replies and reflect his opinions on the transition from college to university.
Lizzie Baily

How did you feel before you started
university?
I felt excited at first, but of course the nerves
kicked in; thinking that I struggled with the
coursework at college and worried that
university may be harder.
What course are you studying?
I’m studying sports coaching and sports
development. Last year
I was on the foundation
course, which prepared us
for the next three years. It
was a good option for me
to continue with what I was
studying at college and learn
new units that I may not have
covered before.
Can you describe your
accommodation?
The accommodation is quite
basic. It’s just a bed, desk,
and a wet room. What else
could you ask for?! It is an
accessible room so it does
give me the space I need to
move around whilst in my
chair.
How did you feel when you arrived and
what was your first week like?
The first week was induction week – it was
great. In that week, we saw our teachers and
classmates. They told us what they expected
of us and what we could expect of them; they
had set high expectations! I didn’t really go
out – it was Fresher’s week, so I just buckled
down, got some of the first assignment done,
and I went out when the nightclubs weren’t
too busy.
What support did you get from the
university and what did you provide for
yourself?
The support I got was great. I had personal
assistance when I needed it from a company

called AskJules. I had a scribe in the lessons
by the personal assistant, which caused a bit
of trouble with the Council. If I had support
in the lessons provided by Access Solent,
the personal assistant would’ve been paid
by AskJules just to sit in the classroom doing
nothing to support me. I had 24/7 care,
so instead of the PAs being paid for doing
nothing, I felt it made sense
that the personal assistant
should do the scribing for
me; but the Council argued
that the personal assistant
should just do personal care,
nothing else. I believed it
made a lot of sense that
the PAs do the scribing
for me, I mentioned this to
the Council but they didn’t
agree. I now have a scribe
provided by the university.
I also get support from the
Performance support team
and the University Boccia
team which helped me
overcome these problems I
encountered.
What challenges have you
faced in your first year?
There were only a few challenges that I faced
in my first year. The only big challenge was
the personal assistants; I had two being with
me alternately, one week on, one week off.
One of my ‘original’ PAs left at Christmas,
so AskJules and I interviewed a few people
to replace the outgoing PA. We hired
someone but he never replied to any emails
regarding relevant paperwork etc, so the
other personal assistant I had covered the
weeks the other one should’ve done until we
found a ‘replacement for the replacement’! I
ended up getting rid of the replacement as
communication wasn’t always there, so again
before Easter, I found myself interviewing
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for yet another PA… AGAIN! By the end of
my first year, I went through 4 PA’s in the
space of 9 months, excluding the one that
didn’t reply to the emails. I must add, only
one of the four actually was there for me the
entire year!! Plus my Boccia team and the
High Performance Academy at Solent really
helped me when certain things went wrong,
personally and professionally.
Was it easy making new friends
or difficult? Did you face any
discrimination?
I had two friends who came
with me to Solent that I
had on my course at Alton
College the previous year
so at least I knew someone!!
The practicals, the ones
where we had to partner up,
were really the only chance
I had to mingle and get to
know other classmates of
mine. When I first started,
we had to fill in one of those
forms, basically saying
‘are you fit and well to do
any practicals that we will
be doing – in case of any
injuries etc that may rule
you out to do certain things’.
Under ‘is there anything that
might stop you from doing
any practical work’, being cheeky as I am, I
put down “wheelchair”! I actually made the
lecturer chuckle with that comment.
What do you feel you have learned and
achieved during your first year?
I felt more confident doing tricky assignments,
as before I would just do the bare minimum to
scrape though and get a pass. Now I want to
aim for a merit (or for youngsters, a B). The
teachers were looking for high grades but I
felt I could have done better at times but I got
though the year to do my degree!
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What are you most proud about from your
first year?
I felt proud that I passed the foundation year
and moved onto the degree whilst still playing
Boccia and doing lots of volunteering trying to
promote our Univeristy Team Solent Boccia
Club in the community.
What are your hopes for your second
year?
This year will be my first year of my degree,
and my second year at Solent. I have better
classmates and they are more understanding
of what I can do and what
I can’t do. I said to them
on the WhapsApp group,
“We’re all in the same
sinking boat but we’ll
get through it together
(hopefully, floating on the
water with inflatables!!)”.
What advice would you
give to other people with
disabilities who hope to go
to university?
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE
EVERYTHING LINED UP
BEFORE YOU GO TO UNI!
Carrying on from my last
write up for Wellspring,
the Council has since then
halved my budget and my
hours; from 24/7 to six hours per day!!! I
know, it’s shocking isn’t it?! So I am no
longer with AskJules, which was a big shame
as I felt comfortable, didn’t have to worry
about payments or any paperwork.
Make sure you go to an open day to get an
idea of what the course entails and what
support you may need from university and
have good look around the campus.

Make sure you keep on top of your admin
and ensure you communicate with your
support network and keep on top of people if
Did you feel different at the end of the year
you are waiting for them to get back to you.
to the beginning? Why?
I felt better at the end so I could FINALLY
Peter Langton
relax and enjoy my four months off uni during
photo 1 copyright Luke Simcock
the summer!
photo 2 copyright Paul Watts
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Poetry Adventures - Continued!

In Issue no.1 – 2019 ‘Creative Adventures’, I
told you about my Poetry Adventures, including
a little of what poetry means to me, the first
sessions including Pirates, jellyfish, mermaids
and ‘Under The Sea’ at Worthing Library and
subsequent ‘Space’ Workshops at Durrington
Library.

I’ve now almost completed 2019’s Poetry
programme and wanted to bring you up to date.
Since I began, I’ve worked inclusively with 115
children and young people in various Libraries,
Schools and a College in West Sussex this
year.
It’s been a huge privilege
for me to work with and be
alongside children, young
people and adults, ‘mixing’ their
own ‘poetry bake offs’, having
fun, enjoying their successes
and what I call ‘their WOW
factors!’.

As the children came in, I played ‘This is The
Greatest Show’ and excitedly they sat down
ready to begin.
The second component is ‘expectation’
– creating an atmosphere of excitement and
surprise, where everyone wonders what’s going
to happen!
I explained ‘Lifting Poetry Off the Page’ to the
children and they shared things about their
own visits to circuses or magicians at birthday
parties and so on.
The third component is
‘experience’. When we
write stories, lyrics or poems,
we use ideas about things
we know or have gone
through and so my sessions
provide varied multi-media
experiences which children
can use ‘in their poetry mix’.

We can never fully experience anything unless
we’re there, but I’m going to try and add a little
more taste and flavour to my previous article!

Having looked around them, I invited the
children (in their own ways) to try out the things
in the hall.

During two sessions in a Primary School,
I worked with 30 nine year olds and their
teachers.

Immediately there was a sea of activity,
enthusiasm and joy. Children working together
or individually experimenting and having fun.

Our ‘Lifting Poetry Off The Page Bake Offs!’
The first component of my ‘Lifting Poetry’ recipe
is what are the children currently working on
as a class theme or individually really interested
in; this will decide our topic. As we know, when
we’re fascinated by something we’ll
be more absorbed in it.
In discussion with the children and
teachers, we decided that ‘Circus,
Circus’ would be the perfect theme.
On the morning of our first session,
I filled the school hall with a wide
range of colourful resources.
Juggling balls and scarves, fabrics,
spinning plates, poi, dressing up
clothes, puppets, scarves, musical
instruments, paper and felt tip pens, pictures of
circuses, C.D.s and player and books brought
in by Laura, Worthing Library’s children’s
librarian. A stimulating array of textures,
materials, sounds and circus equipment.

The fourth component is ‘fun’. We all work
best when we’re enjoying ourselves and during
the session, the children wrote down or shared
words and ideas which came to them during
their activities.
The last components are the
ingredients - the ideas we gather
from our experiences - which
we can use in our recipe to blend
together for our ‘Poetry Bake Off!’
In our second session, the children
put together a Show, created poems
and shared them with each other.
This was “The Circus, Circus Poetry
Bake Off Final”!
In all our Poetry sessions we begin with
what the children are interested in. Their
imaginations are stimulated by the taster – what
to expect. The experiences they have
during the session provide the ingredients
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(the ‘sugar, flour and eggs’) to use for their
creations. The fun provides the buzz for a
really imaginative ‘Poetry Bake Off’ cake.
1 tsp. of What. 4 tsp. of
Expectations.
2 cups of Experiences. 3
cups of Fun. 1 mixed pkt. of
Ingredients. Add ideas,
individuality, different abilities
to taste.
Mix these up in a bowl of
enthusiasm and the results are amazing!
Here’s their poem:
CIRCUS, CIRCUS!!!
Mind-blowing,
blow red light bright.
Evil eyes!
Extraordinary,
gob smacked.
Feathers as light as a cloud’s air.
Ribbons curl like a snake.
High and catchy.
As quick as a cheetah!
Unbelievable.
The incredible hairy monkey,
Jokers.
Soft like a bunny,
tippling feathers,
Rolling,
Exciting,
graceful.
Colourful,
fantastic,
the ribbons are so bright like a rainbow !
Shocking, screaming monkey,
incredible monkey.
Melancholy.
Plates spinning like the earth,
Spinning as fast as the world spins.
Elegant.
Unbelievable.
Discomfabobulating !!!
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Other sessions have included Aliens, ‘Looney
Tunes’ characters, Super Heroes, Puppets, The
Senses, The Seashore and The Jungle. A real
kaleidoscope of an imaginative
menu!
I believe ideally we need all
five components to create our
poem - or any work of art – to
make them wonder-full and
memorable times together!
Many thanks once again to
‘Wellspring West Sussex’; Cara Lambert,
Manager ‘Families & Wellbeing Library
Service’; ‘The National Lottery Community
Fund’ and of course all the teachers, children’s
librarians and others for their enthusiasm
and support! Special
thanks to all the children
and young people for
their imagination and
enthusiasm, which really
did Lift Poetry Off The Page!!!
From from Anne Clarke, a teacher at Manor
Green College:
“When Chris visited us at Manor Green
College he did 2 sessions over 2 weeks with
a small group of young people who have a
variety of very complex needs. Both sessions
I would class as absolutely outstanding. Chris
communicated extremely well with me before
the sessions to ensure he would be able to
pitch them at the right level and the young
people would benefit from the sessions as
much as possible. On the days, Chris came
with a plethora of resources, creative ideas,
enthusiasm and a great sense of fun. He
worked hard to ensure all the young people
were involved to the best of their abilities.
There was something for everyone so both
our verbal and non-verbal students could
participate or they could dip in and out as
appropriate. There was never any pressure
to take part so the young people clearly
enjoyed their experience. I would thoroughly
recommend Chris’s sessions to bring poetry
to life in a way that a lot of young people may
never have experienced before.
Thank you Chris!”
Chris North
‘Freedom Through Fun!’
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Honorary Masters for Lizzie

In April I received an envelope in the post with the
University of Chichester postmark. I assumed it
would be Alumni mail, asking me to buy a hoodie
or something, so I was overwhelmed when it said
I had been nominated for an Honorary Master in
Education for all my work with children and young
people!
I wrote back to the Vice-Chancellor
to accept the award straight away
then, in September went to meet Dr
Chris Shelton, Head of Education and
Diana Seach, one of my tutors who
had nominated me for the award. It
was such a lovely meeting where Chris
wanted to know all about my different
works and it made me realise how many
things I have done since graduating!

I wrote my acceptance speech in early
October, then came down with the
worst bug since I was three! I had a
horrible cough for two weeks so the day before the
ceremony I had spoonfulls of honey to try to make
my voice less croaky.
On Friday 25th October I arrived at 4 Canon Lane
(behind Chichester Cathedral) with my parents
and friend Wendy who was helping me. We
were immediately met by friendly members of the
university staff; I was absolutely delighted to see
Deputy Vice-Chancellor Dr Mark Mason who had
been my GCSE Humanities teacher and we had a
very excited reunion! My first guest to arrive was
Wellspring’s Chris North, then Caroline who was the
SENCO at the school I work at.
I went with Wendy into another room,
full of hangers with lots of coloured
robes where I was met by a lovely
man who explained how my gown
and mortarboard should be worn. As
soon as I put them on and looked
in the mirror, I felt really excited and
a bit magical; a bit like a teacher at
Hogwarts!!
When I came out of the gowning
room, my other guests were arriving;
Bet who started as my personal tutor
at Chichester College and has been
an amazing friend ever since, and
my brother and sister-in-law, George and Jenny.
We all had lots of excited chats and photos before
the guests were asked to go to their seats in the
cathedral where my cousins Helena and James
were waiting.

I was taken to the Bishop’s Palace Gardens to be
photographed before Chris Shelton walked with me
and Wendy to the cathedral. The mortarboard was
quite heavy and made my head wobble on each
paving stone! We waited by the font for the rest of
the university staff, and then I was ushered into the
procession – I hadn’t realised I would be right at the
front! We went up the centre aisle, past
all the guests and students. I was so
pleased when I saw Helena smiling at
me! We then sat facing the audience
and the Vice-Chancellor Professor Jane
Longmore made her opening speech.
All my guests were seated at the front
so I could see them all smiling at me
which was very reassuring! Then, all
the students were called individually
and received their postgraduate
degrees.
Next, Dr Chris Shelton invited me to
come to the front while he read his citation about
me and all my work. When he had finished, I was
presented with my Honorary Master of Education
certificate by Terry Hancock, Interim Chair of
Governors. This was the proudest moment of my
life! I couldn’t believe that I was receiving this very
smart scroll! There was a lot of clapping and then I
was invited to make my speech. Magically a lectern
appeared and Wendy was given the microphone to
hold for me. This is what I said:
Vice-Chancellor, I am very pleased to be here
today to receive this Honorary degree and am so
grateful to the University of Chichester for their
recognition of all my work.
My first visit to Chichester
Cathedral was when I was fourteen,
for my Great-Cousin, Betty Murray’s
memorial service. Betty was the
former Principal of Bishop Otter
College so the reception was held at
the University. I liked the buildings
straight away and imagined myself
studying there as a grown up!
As a child, I always wanted to
be a teacher. Throughout my
mainstream education, I was very
lucky to have adults in my life who
were kind and encouraging. As I
grew up, I built good relationships with my own
teachers who understood my needs, which
helped me to achieve academically and later
gain work experience in two primary schools.
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While I was at Chichester College doing my
A Levels, I enjoyed being treated more like an
adult and loved the independence of driving
around the campus by myself. During that
time I became the Chair of
Wellspring West Sussex, a charity
for families of special needs
children. This gave me a very
grown up responsibility! All the
staff at Chichester College were
so positive and helped me with
choices about the next stage of
my life.

want to achieve. Don’t let other people’s
preconceptions of you be a barrier.
If you are working with children and their
families, always look at what they can do, not
what they can’t.

When I was looking at degrees,
staff at other universities gave me
reasons why I wouldn’t be able to do certain
things because of my disabilities, but University
College Chichester were very supportive of me
joining the Childhood Studies course, so it was
an easy choice in the end!

I would like to give my heartfelt
thanks to the University of
Chichester for awarding me with this personal
honour; something I had never dreamed of!

For my second year placement
I chose a local primary school
and was lucky to meet staff
there who worked with me and
recognised my strengths to
enable me to create rewarding
relationships with the children.
Throughout my time at
university, I was well supported
by all my tutors, personal
assistants and friends and I
have extremely happy memories of the three
years I spent at the Bognor Regis and Bishop
Otter campuses.
I am very proud of everything that I have
achieved since graduating
in 2005. I love my job
as a Teaching Assistant.
Working with small groups
of children and doing one
to one support for the
last 13 years has enabled
me to fulfil my childhood
ambition. Through my
Craft Club and my work for
Wellspring West Sussex, I
enjoy meeting families and sharing all the things
I love to do with them.
I would not have been able to achieve all that
I have done without the encouragement of my
parents and wider family, as well as fantastic
helpers and friends who have always kept me
positive even when I have experienced bumps in
the road.
My advice to young people is to always be
positive and enthusiastic about what you

When working with people with
additional needs, do not make
judgments without finding out
about the person first.
With support and
encouragement anything is
possible!

I wish all students graduating today success
in their future careers. I give my good wishes
to all the university staff, alumni and current
students and I look forward to
continuing my link with them all.
After my speech, there was more
applause as I went back to my
seat for the closing words from
Professor Longmore and everyone
sang Jerusalem before the staff
and I processed back down the
aisle. Lots of people were smiling
at me! When I got to the back, I
couldn’t believe the ceremony was
over; it had been like a dream and I had managed
my speech without coughing! I was photographed
with the senior staff outside the cathedral which
made me feel very important!
I met up with my family and
other guests outside and
we then went back to the
Bishop’s Palace Gardens
to take more photos before
going into 4 Canon Lane for
a lovely, relaxed lunch. I
was congratulated again by
the staff and I met another
staff member who was a
parent of a boy who had
attended my Craft Club! This really rounded off the
day for me as I’d had people from all parts of my life
at the ceremony.
When I got home I couldn’t believe it had happened
and I am still glowing from such an incredible
occasion!
Lizzie Baily
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
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Sullivan’s Heroes

Sullivan’s Heroes charity provides financial
grants and fundraising support to families
funding vital home adaptations for a disabled
child, to adapt their homes to meet the child’s
care and health requirements, and continue
to care for their child at home, safely and with
dignity.

Sullivan’s Heroes was set up by
Fiona and Richard Smith, who
having been through the process of
adapting their house for their late
disabled son Sullivan, discovered
there was little in the way of financial
assistance towards this, where
the costs are in excess of council
grants. They now run the charity in their son’s
memory to help other disabled children and
their families going through the same arduous
adaptations process for their disabled child and
requiring to fundraise to meet the costs.
Sullivan’s Heroes aims to:
• Raise funds towards grants for disabled
children, for families needing to adapt their
homes to meet the child’s care and health
requirements.
We at Sullivan’s Heroes, along with Noah and
his family from Lindfield, are delighted now that
the £45,000 target required to ‘Build Noah a
Bedroom’ has been reached. This has enabled
an extension to be built on the family home to
house Noah’s new bedroom and
bathroom, complete with ceiling
hoists and a wheelchair accessible
lift, so that all Noah’s personal care
needs can be met with dignity.
Noah’s Mum gives us some
background into Noah’s
requirements for the project. “Noah
is growing up fast and manual
handling was becoming a great
concern, also as he is a fulltime
wheelchair user he was constrained
as to where he could go in the house. His
bedroom was too small to accommodate a
wheelchair or a specialist bed for him, and
we were having to hold him in the shower
while we washed him. Not great for family
life, or for Noah’s dignity. The adaptations
have increased the size of Noah’s bedroom
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• Aid families financially by awarding grants
to help meet costs for their child’s building
adaptation works.
• Enable families to promote fundraising
activities for their child’s adaptations project by
providing a fundraising website platform.
• Read about some of the children the charity
is supporting here:
www.sullivansheroes.org/whowere-helping/
• Sullivan’s Heroes receives no
government or statutory funding,
therefore relies on donations from
companies, charities, organisations
and general public together with internal
fundraising events.
• The charity has supported numerous
children, helping the families raise funds to
put life-changing adaptations in place for their
child. If you’d like to read info and case studies
of some completed projects these can be found
at: www.sullivansheroes.org/category/whoweve-helped/
and he now has a through floor lift, so he can
be wheeled straight into his bedroom from
downstairs, so no more having to carry him up
the stairs. We have a ceiling hoist to assist
with manual handling, and Noah now has his
own adapted bathroom so bathing
has become a joy for him again.
All doors in the house have been
widened to accommodate Noah’s
wheelchair, so that he can now
access every room. The adaptations
have greatly improved our family
life – we are not at risk of injury any
more from having to lift him, and
Noah isn’t at risk when he is being
showered like he was before, when
we were carrying him when wet.”
Noah loves his new bedroom as he has space
to play with all his sensory toys; and the hoist
when used together with a walking sling will
also give him some independence.
Noah’s Mum explains Sullivan’s Heroes
support for the project and the fundraising
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involved. “From the first time that I spoke to
Fiona from Sullivan’s Heroes, I felt like a huge
weight had been lifted from my shoulders, as
she completely understood how life
was for us, as she had experienced
it herself. She was also full of
knowledge about the minefield of
fundraising, and the pitfalls to avoid.
Without Sullivan’s Heroes help I think
we would still be plodding along,
struggling to cope but not knowing
how to begin any type of fundraising.”
Noah’s family not only arranged
fundraising events themselves to
support Noah’s project, but also
raised funds through local charities, companies
and organisations; through events organised
and participated in by friends, family members
and colleagues; and from donations and events
undertaken by members of the general public.

We at Sullivan’s Heroes fully commend Noah
and his family, and everyone involved in raising
the £45,000 required for Noah’s fantastic new
room.
As Noah’s Mum concludes “Without
a doubt I would recommend the
help of Sullivan’s Heroes to anybody
needing to make adaptations to
their home but not having enough
funds to cover the cost, their help
is invaluable. Sometimes just
talking it through with somebody
who understands is a great help,
even if you just need a pointer in
the right direction. From helping us
set up our fundraising page, right through to
recommending charities who might help with
contributions, Sullivan’s Heroes was with us
every step of the way.”

CYCALL

CYCALL has had a fantastic summer getting
to know the lovely families who have been
to use our adapted bikes. CYCALL began
running adapted cycling sessions at
Beach Green, Lancing in May 2019.

We were delighted when Worthing
Council approached us and asked if
we would like to use the wonderful
cycle track (complete with safety
surface, storage, Changing Places
toilet and Blue Badge Parking) at Brooklands
Park, Worthing. The setting is so peaceful
and the therapeutic benefits of connecting
with nature have made a big impact on our
participants and their families. We fell in love
with Brooklands Park and have been made to
feel so welcome.
We now have 5 trikes which are
suitable for children, young people
and adults and a ‘Fun To Go’ 4
seater trike for families. In early
September, we were delighted to
take delivery of our Wheelchair
Transporter bike which means
that people with complex health
conditions can enjoy a bike ride
and feel the wind in their hair and
the sun on their face. We are

taking a little break for the Autumn/Winter but
keep an eye out for Christmas and Easter
Specials.
In Spring 2020 we will be running
our sessions at Brooklands Park,
Worthing on a Saturday afternoon
from 1pm to 4pm. Just turn up and
have a go! We have lots of ‘garden
games’ including Jenga, Badminton
and swing ball (my favourite), so if
you have a little wait for a bike there
is plenty to do.
We also take weekday bookings from groups,
schools and organisations or if you or your
child would prefer a one to one session. We
don’t make a charge for our sessions but
donations towards our running costs are very
welcome.
Thank you so much to Lizzie,
Wellspring and all of our wonderful
supporters.
To find out more about CYCALL
please call Martine on 07784
918122 or visit our website
www.asouth4all.co.uk/cycall
or join our Facebook group
www.facebook.com/groups/cycall
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Wheely Wonders

It has been a busy and successful year with
Wheely Wonders days nearly every month
and they are growing in popularity. These
days have been free to the families thanks to
a grant from the Shanly Foundation. Jen
Keil and I are loving getting to know lots of
lovely families and meeting
new ones each time too.
By the end of the year we
will have welcomed over
90 children and young
people since Wheely
Wonders days began in
2017!

We began in April, with an
Easter themed day at the
beginning of the month and a Spring day near
the end. At the end of the second April day, we
all enjoyed watching Chris North doing some
magic outside.
At half term in May we welcomed a group
of 9 children and 6 staff from PACSO. They
all tumbled out of the minibus and were very
excited looking at the chickens, Rosemary the
donkey, the ponies and the goats. It was bottle
time for the lambs next and it was wonderful to
see how gentle and calm the children became
when holding the lambs on their laps or just
having a little stroke of
Winnie the gosling! At
Forest School the children
created their own wooly
sheep as well as sawing
wood for necklaces and fire
lighting. Everyone went
home with a mini canvas
painting of the animals they had seen and a
scratch art photo frame made at my Craft Club
to remember the day.
Here’s what Emma, PACSO Leader said about
the day:
Our children had a wonderful day feeding the
lambs, enjoying arts and crafts and toasting
marshmallows on the campfire. It was lovely
for them to have so much freedom and space
to play in. Lizzie and the team planned a
fantastic day for us and helped to create a
special memory for our children. Thank you!
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We had a farm themed Family Day in June and
a Summer Family Day to begin the holidays
in July. On the hottest day of the year at the
end of July, Kangaroos brought 4 children with
complex needs with 5 staff members. At both
these days the lambs were still being bottle fed
and Winnie had
been joined by
another gosling
called Berty.
Both goslings
were very
happy to have
attention and
joined everyone
in the woods
during the Forest School activities!
As we finished for the summer, we received the
fantastic news that we had received funding
from the Hedley Foundation which will enable
us to continue offering Wheely Wonders days
free of charge to all families into next year!
Our September date had to be cancelled due to
heavy rain, but we made up
for it by running a weekend
in October with 22 children
over both days. They did
lots of Halloween activities
including decorating
pumpkins with Jen and
painting spooky tea light
holders with me. It was
great to see the children
really concentrating on their
craft activities as well as playing freely on the
field. We also enjoyed a fabulous magic show
with Chris on the Sunday
afternoon.
We started November
with a Fireworks themed
day which finished with
toffee apple slices on the
campfire and sparklers.
At the end of November
we’ll be finishing the year
with our Countdown to
Christmas day!
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Here are some thoughts from Michelle, one of
the parents:
As a family, we love the Wheely Wonders
days! Our little boy, Freddie, loves going and
he loves being outdoors! They have
really helped him to develop with his
confidence! Freddie has anxiety,
social anxiety, sensory issues and
selective mutism. He seems to
improve at each Wheely Wonders
visit we have. It takes Freddie a
long time to join in with anything.
He has to watch for a long time first
and even then, he struggles to join in if he is
unsure. He also struggles with large groups,
noisy environments, texture and the unknown.
Freddie also will not talk to new people or to
people he doesn’t know.
Since we have started attending
Wheely Wonders, Freddie has
improved massively compared to his
first visit.
The groups are small, which is a
huge bonus for Freddie. He is now
familiar with the setting and will
leave our side to go and play. The crafts and
activities have been fantastic at helping him get
used to different textures. He also knows that
if it gets too much, he can wash his hands and
try again later.

The day is structured but laid back, which is
great for Freddie. He can join in when he
is ready, rather than being rushed through
everything and missing out.
The organisers and helpers are
fantastic! Everyone is so friendly
and helpful. I honestly see them all
as friends now.
Freddie also has the confidence to
join in a bit more and this is growing
at each visit! He even joined in with
a magic show, which completely
blew us away! Freddie is still quiet but he is
growing in confidence each time. We are so
thankful to be able to attend Wheely Wonders,
for us it has been amazing! We would be lost
without it!
We are looking forward to starting
our 2020 sessions in the Spring
and already have a booking with
families from Super Scopers in
April! Please get in touch if you
would like us to run a day for your
group or perhaps even a private
party day for friends and family! Do contact me
if you would like more details!
Lizzie Baily
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk

Funtastic Futures

Funtastic Futures is a company based in East Preston
and offers a post-19 years adult club running every
Monday and Tuesday. Our Funtastic
staff are devoted to developing our
clients’ social, personal and life skill
set through community Mondays
and Living Skills Tuesdays. On our
Funday Mondays we use public
transport to develop a sense of
independence to be part of our
community, as we go to exciting
locations including theme parks,
cinemas and swimming pools to name
but a few. On Tuesdays we plan a
healthy recipe, create our shopping
lists and work on our money skills, shop for the
ingredients and cook our own delicious hot lunch. In
the afternoon we rotate between outside games and
functional crafts.
We pride ourselves here at Funtastic Futures on our
capability to tailor to every individual need and ability
level with different staff to client ratios. Our founder
and manager Mia Langley-Funnell is a part-time

SEN teacher, communication expert and graded BSL
signer. Our other staff members also come from SEN
care professional backgrounds with
expertise training in providing a safe,
happy and educational environment.
Our outstanding methods aim to boost
our clients self esteem in their daily
abilities, help them to make strong,
supportive bonds with their peers and
within the local community and give a
sense of belonging to our awesome
team!
“There’s no other adult service like it.
Every detail of every day is planned so
carefully to make sure the students are occupied and
engaged at all times. The staff are so energetic and
enthusiastic and make learning so much fun. Funtastic
Futures puts other day care services to shame. The
smiles on the students (& parents) faces says it all!”
For all enquiries or further information visit
www.funtasticfutures.co.uk
Or contact Mia Langley
Tel: 07766 470633
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Parable Dance

Who are Parable Dance?
We are an inclusive dance company delivering
classes and training in Sussex and London.
We have a great deal of experience delivering
dance projects for people with disabilities in a
range of settings.
At Parable Dance we want everyone to have
access to the arts. We believe that dance
has the ability to unite communities, develop
confidence, and maximise
mental and physical health
and wellbeing. People of all
ages with disabilities engaging
in our dance workshops have
the opportunity to be creative,
active, and social. Everyone
has a unique ability.

What do Parable Dance provide?
Workshops:
Parable Dance provides workshops for disabled
children, young people and adults on a project
basis for schools, colleges, day centres and
other organisations. Workshops are tailored to
suit the needs of each group we meet.
All workshops are taught by a
team of highly experienced
inclusive dance practitioners.
We teach with an emphasis on
ability not disability. Participants
are encouraged to share their
creative ideas working together as
a supportive group encouraging;
self-awareness, cooperation,
confidence and communication
skills.
Training:
We offer training to support others
to develop their skills in the following ways:
• Inclusive Dance professional development
and mentoring.
• Consultancy, addressing inclusion in many
aspects of the workplace.
What will the future hold for Parable Dance?
At the moment clients buy us in to deliver
workshops and training. In the future we plan to
fundraise to enable us to set up weekly dance
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classes in Sussex for children, young people
and adults with disabilities.
Please get in touch if you think you might be
able to support this vision in any way!
Feedback
“Incredibly trustworthy, professional, and caring.
They value high quality, honest engagement
no matter the scale or scope of the project.”
Elaine Foley, Project Manager,
Learning & Engagament,
Sadler’s Wells
“My sincere thanks for your
professional and creative
support for what was both a
very enjoyable and uplifting
project/performance for students and audience
alike.”
Adrian Carver, Executive Headteacher –
Downsview Link College Brighton
“I enjoyed my move, I enjoyed the team.”
Imran, workshop participant
“I like dancing with all body the sensory room
and I like to work with everybody
and I like doing the hot pancake
move”
Rebecca, workshop participant
“The years of experience and
skill that Parable Dance bring
to their work shines through in
their practise - fresh, innovative,
inclusive and fun ‘inclusivity at its
best’.”
Ariane Hadjilias, Director,
Different Planet Arts
If you would be interested in booking workshops
or training we’d love to hear from you.
Email: info@parabledance.co.uk
Tel: 07957 460 177
Facebook & Twitter: @parableDance
Instagram: parable_dance
www.parabledance.co.uk
Natasha Britton
Co Founder & Artistic Director
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Southern Mobility Vehicles

Here at Southern Mobility
Vehicles Ltd we are specialists
in wheelchair accessible
vehicles or WAVs as they
are often known. We invite
you to come and browse our
wide selection of low mileage,
freshly prepared vehicles at
your leisure. There is never
any pressure to buy and we
have all the time you need
to help and advise you on which vehicles
would work best for you. Different vehicles
will have different features and benefits,
and some will suit your needs better than
others and we take the time to really listen
to what matters to you,
because after all you may
not have bargained on this
ever being a need in your
life. The good news is the
kettle is always on!

Maybe you need to
buy a wheelchair accessible vehicle, but
until recently you didn’t know what one
was, don’t worry, you’re not alone. We
meet with many people, some have just
discovered them, others have been on a
fruitless search for months and some of our
customers know exactly what they want.
What we know is that it isn’t simple; it’s not
as if you can just punch in the exact make
and model you want and get a hundred
results on Autotrader.
We deal in vehicles of all
sizes, from 2 to 16 seats
plus a wheelchair user as
well as multiple wheelchair
user vehicles which could
be suitable for care homes,
schools or charities. We
convert new vehicles and
can bespoke existing ones
so whatever your needs are

just ask and we can advise on
how we can make the right
vehicle work for your needs. All
work is carried out by a certified
conversion company to your
build specification and we will
all work together with you to
achieve the ideal WAV.

Please feel free to call us or
visit is any time and a warm
welcome always awaits. We know that the
ability to travel makes a huge difference to
the lives of wheelchair users and we have
seen how they change lives. Remember
too that WAVs can be driven by carers,
friends or family members,
and in many cases
wheelchair users are
able to drive the vehicle
themselves. Whatever
your needs, come and talk
with us, we are here to
help.
Why not come along and see what we have
in stock right now or visit us at
www.southernmobilityvehicles.co.uk to
find you four wheeled freedom.
We are located 3 miles north of Bognor
Regis in Lee’s Yard on the A29 just south
of Westergate, our postcode is PO20 3SU.
You can call us on 01243 544444
or 01243 586444 or, if you’d
prefer please email us at sales@
southernmobilityvehicles.co.uk or find us
on Facebook at smvltd.
We look forward to seeing
you soon and please
mention that you found out
about Southern Mobility
Vehicles in your Wellspring
West Sussex newsletter!
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Sources of Funding

Barbara Ward Children’s Foundation
A small grant-making body helping smaller non-religious
charities to serve severely disadvantaged children
anywhere in the world where the grants are likely to
make a real difference. To do this the BWCF focuses its
support on financially healthy children’s charities where
funding is not forthcoming from statutory bodies, where
incomes and fund balances are constantly put to good
use and where administration overheads are kept to a
minimum. See website for more information and how to
apply www.bwcf.org.uk

Birkdale Trust for Hearing Impaired Ltd
Makes grants to young people up to age mid-twenties
resident in the UK. This funding provides support in
a variety of ways and to organisations linked to deaf
young people. BTHI Limited provides two application
forms, one for individuals and one for groups,
educational establishments and charities. Please
complete the relevant form found on the website
www.grantsforthedeaf.co.uk and return it to The
Administrator, BTHI Ltd, 21 Gleneagles Drive, Southport,
PR8 3PP, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope.

Advertising with Wellspring
Please get in touch if you have a business or service
you would like to advertise
via our newsletters and website.
A full page advertorial costs £50. You will then get a
half page in 2 further editions of the newsletter plus
your details on our website for a year.
For £25 you will have a half page and a smaller
notice in 2 more editions plus listing on our website.
Wellspring West Sussex has a website
and Facebook page!
www.wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
Please support us through
www.easyfundraising.org.uk
Every time you shop at many online retailers,
a percentage will be donated to us!

Please write to us at:
Wellspring West Sussex,
c/o 26 Goldsmith Road,
Worthing
West Sussex
BN14 8ER
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
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True Colours Trust
Committed to supporting local organisations and projects
that work with disabled children and their families on a
daily basis. The Trust’s UK small grants programme
provides grants of up to £10,000 to help smaller
organisations develop and deliver programmes for
children, their siblings and families. Open to applications
at any time. Send information about your organisation
and the project at any time, no more than 2 sides of
A4. Post to The True Colours Trust, The Peak, 5 Wilton
Road, London SW1V 1AP. Alternatively, complete the
application form on the website
www.truecolourstrust.org.uk
Tudor Trust
Helps smaller, community-led groups which are
supporting people at the margins of society. The funding
guidelines are broad and the Trust seeks to offer high
levels of support and engagement when this is helpful
and appropriate. The two-stage application process
gives more time to work creatively with applicants who
reach the second stage. For more information about the
application process see the website
www.tudortrust.org.uk

The General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) is intended to strengthen and unify data
protection for all individuals within the European
Union. If you are receiving an individual copy of
this newsletter that means we hold your details
on our mailing list for this purpose. We do not
share our data with any third parties. Due to
changes in the law from May 2018, we need to
confirm that you are happy for us to continue
to hold your details. If you DO NOT wish to
continue receiving the newsletter please let us
know by
Email: lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
Post: 26 Goldsmith Road Worthing BN14 8ER
Text: 07742 408868
If you do not contact us we will take this as
confirmation that you are happy to continue
receiving the newsletter.

The next edition will be
Paralympics
If you would like to contribute any articles or letters
to this edition, please send or e-mail to us
by 15th March 2020.
Printed by Instant Print www.instantprint.co.uk
Typeset and designed by Lizzie Baily:
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
Wellspring West Sussex has a child protection policy in operation and copies can be
made available on request. Any disabled child or young person in West Sussex who
expresses concerns about what may be happening to them will be encouraged to
contact one of the nominated agencies for help. This policy is also available on the
website www.wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
The information here is for your guidance and is not a recommendation by
Wellspring West Sussex. Comments expressed within Wellspring West Sussex
do not necessarily reflect those of the committee or the funding agencies.

